Research Doesn’t Have to Be Overwhelming!

Want tools for teaching students college-level research? The MLA Style Center now includes a free online course on using the MLA International Bibliography, along with an instructor’s guide and lessons aimed at students of all levels. Visit our Teaching Resources page to get started!
Make the Right Connections
Gain confidence in your commas! Read our editor’s guide to using commas with tricky modifying constructions. Find out more.

Prickly Pairs: A Quiz
Pair and pear may not trip you up but how about other homophones like sight and site or cue and queue? Take our quiz!

Laying Down the Law
Citing legal works? An MLA editor gives you ways to document them for specialist and nonspecialist audiences. Find out more.

Show Me the Way
These words and phrases can help guide your readers through your essay and make your argument clearer. Find out more.

New Lessons for Spanish Classes
Teaching documentation in a Spanish class? We’ve added two new exercises to The MLA Style Center! Find out more.

Splice and Dice
Are there times when it’s OK to connect independent clauses with only a comma? An MLA editor weighs in. Find out more.

Truly, Really, Deeply
Not all adverbs deserve a bad rap, but some are so overused that they weaken your prose. Find out more.

Nobody’s Business
How do you create a works-cited-list entry for a source that doesn’t list a publisher? Find out more.